We derive the force, produced by vacuum fluctuations, acting on a rigid Casimir cavity in a weak gravitational field. The resulting force has opposite direction with respect to the gravitational acceleration; the order of magnitude for a multi-layer cavity configuration is analyzed and experimental detection is discussed, bearing in mind the current technological resources.
Introduction
In the last years a novel attention has been payed to macroscopic evidence of vacuum fluctuations related to the Casimir effect, both from a theoretical and experimental point of view, with the aim to verify predictions or departures from QED, or to evaluate the contribution to inertia of Fabry-Perot cavities, or to study deviations from Newtonian law at short distances [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . On the other hand, although a great theoretical effort has been produced in order to understand vacuum fluctuations in a gravitational field, laboratory tests are still completely lacking [8, 9] . In this paper we propose the calculation of the effect of a gravitational field on a "rigid" Casimir cavity, evaluating the net force acting on it, in order to show that the order of magnitude of the resulting force, although not allowing an immediate experimental verification, is compatible with the current extremely sensitive force detectors, actually the interferometric detectors of gravitational waves. The Casimir cavity is rigid in that its shape and size remain unchanged under certain particular external conditions such as the absence of accelerations or impulses, constancy of temperature, etc. (see section 32 of Ref. [10] ), and we evaluate the force by calculating the potential of a cavity fixed in a Schwarzschild field, showing that it explicitly depends on the gravitational potential. The associated force turns out to have opposite direction with respect to gravitational acceleration. Orders of magnitude are discussed bearing in mind the current technological resources as well as experimental problems.
Evaluation of the force
In order to evaluate the force due to the gravitational field let us suppose that the cavity has geometrical configuration of two parallel plates of proper area A = L 2 separated by the proper length a. In Minkowski space-time the zero-point energy of the system can be expressed, in the case of perfectly conducting plates, as
where we have introduced the normal modes labelled by the positive integer n and the transverse momentum k.
Performing the integral by dimensional regularization, the energy takes the well known Casimir expression
which is independent of the specific regularization used. If the cavity is at rest in a static gravitational field, via the equivalence principle each normal mode still resonates in the cavity, with associated energy reduced from the gravitational redshift by the factor √ g 00 ; thus, the total energy can be written as
Evaluating again the integral by dimensional regularization, and requiring that
as in a Schwarzschild geometry, we obtain (here we assume
The energy associated to the system turns out to be explicitly dependent on the position in the gravitational field and is minimal as r → ∞.
The non-trivial point in our analysis is now that minus the gradient of U reg with respect to r yields the force on the rigid cavity, i.e.
e r being the unit vector in the r-direction. At a foundational level, the resulting scheme may seem to be hybrid, because we use general relativity to consider a certain space-time metric, but then we evaluate the force as in Newtonian mechanics. Our
Eq. (5) can however be recovered by an analysis of the regularized stress-energy tensor, and we plan to discuss this in a separate paper. Since r >> α, the previous expression can be approximated by
where g is the modulus of gravitational acceleration. The resulting force is positive, i.e. its direction is opposite to the one of gravitational acceleration g. The previous expression can be rewritten as
where δφ is the variation of gravitational potential between the plates. Thus, the force exerted by vacuum fluctuations in a weak gravitational static field can be interpreted as the "difference in Casimir force" on the two flat plates arising from lack of "weight of photons" that are not resonating in the cavity.
Problems of experimental verification
In considering the possibility of experimental verification of the extremely small forces linked to this effect we begin by taking into account the sensitivity reached by the present technology in detection of very small forces on a macroscopic body, on earth, paying particular attention to detectors of the extremely small forces induced by a gravitational wave: in this case, as an example, gravitational wave signals h of order h ≈ 10 −25 , corresponding to forces of magnitude ≈ 5 * 10 −17 N at frequency of few tens of Hz, are expected to be detected with the Virgo long baseline interferometric gravitational wave detector presently under construction [11, 12] .
In the course of considering experimental possibilities of verification of the force on a rigid Casimir cavity, we evaluate this force on a macroscopic body, having essentially the same dimensions of mirrors for gravitational wave detection and obtained through a multi-layer sedimentation by means of a series of rigid cavities.
Each rigid cavity consists of two thin metallic disks, of thickness of order 100 nm [13] separated by a dielectric material, inserted to maintain the cavity sufficiently rigid: introduction of a dielectric is equivalent to enlarging the optical path length by the refractive index n (a → na) ; the resulting force on the cavity is unfortunately decreased by a factor n 3 but it could be a reasonable solution for building rigid cavities while maintaining a very thin separation between plates. By virtue of presently low costs and facility of sedimentation, and low absorption in a wide range of frequencies [14] , SiO 2 can represent an efficient dielectric material.
From an experimental point of view we point out that the Casimir force has presently been tested down to a distance a of about a ≈ 60 nm, corresponding to a frequency ν min of the fundamental mode equal to ν min ≈ 2.5 * 10 15 Hz. This limit is linked to the difficulty to control the distance between two separate "bodies", as in the case of measurements of the Casimir pressure. As stated before, in our rigid case, present technologies allow for cavities with much thinner separations between the metallic plates, of the order of few nanometers. At distances of order 10 nm, finite conductivity and dielectric absorption are thought to play an important role in decreasing the effective Casimir pressure, with respect to the case of perfect mirrors, and the effects are still under evaluation [15, 16] . In this paper we discuss experimental problems by relying on present technological resources, considering cavities with plates' separation of 5 nanometers and estimating the effect of finite conductivity by considering the numerical results of Ref. [15] ; for a separation of 6.5 nm this corresponds to a decreasing factor η of about 7 * 10 −2 for Al. Last, in order to increase the total force and obtain macroscopic dimensions, N l = 10 6 layers can be used, each having a diameter of 10 cm, and thickness of 100 nm, for a total thickness of about 10 cm.
With these figures, the total force F T acting on the body can be calculated with the help of equation (7), modified to take into account for SiO 2 the refractive index n, the decreasing factor η, the area A of disk-shape plates, and the N l layers:
whose magnitude is of order 10 −15 N. Even though such a force is apparently more than one order of magnitude larger than the force which the Virgo gravitational antenna is expected to detect for a typical expected signal from pulsars, we should recall that the signal there is at reasonable high frequency (some tens of Hz), while our calculated signal is static. Indeed the most important (and unsolved) experimental problem in order to detect the force is the signal modulation [17, 18] and various experimental possibilities are currently under study. On the other hand, in the authors' opinion, the absolute value of the calculated force can be already of interest to demonstrate that experiments involving effects of gravitation and vacuum fluctuations are not far from the reach of current technological resources.
Conclusions
Our original contributions are given by the evaluation of the force acting on the macroscopic body which mimics the rigid Casimir cavity, and by a detailed estimate of the expected order of magnitude of such a force.
As far as we can see, there is room left for an assessment of our investigation, i.e.: (i) re-derivation of the force in a covariant way, i.e. by means of the regularized stress-energy tensor; (ii) how to make sure that the cavity is sufficiently rigid; (iii) the task of verifying that corrugations or yet other defects do not affect substantially our estimates; (iv) how to perform signal modulation, which is still beyond our reach.
Interestingly, we find at theoretical level that the effect of the gravitational field on a rigid Casimir cavity gives rise to a net force, whose direction is opposite to the one of gravitational acceleration; experimental verification of the calculated force might be performed if the main problem of signal modulation could be solved.
On the other hand, in the authors' opinion, the absolute value of the calculated force can be already of interest to demonstrate that experiments involving effects of gravitation and vacuum fluctuations are not far from what can be obtained with the help of present technological resources.
